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Abstract. In the age of big data, sorting is an indispensable opera-
tion for DBMSes and similar systems. Having data sorted can help pro-
duce query plans with significantly lower run times. It also can provide
other benefits like having non-blocking operators which will produce data
steadily (without bursts), or operators with reduced memory footprint.
Sorting may be required on any step of query processing, i.e., be it source
data or intermediate results. At the same time, the data to be sorted may
not fit into main memory. In this case, an external sort operator, which
writes intermediate results to disk, should be used.
In this paper we consider an external sort operator of the comparison-
based sort type. We discuss its implementation and describe related de-
sign decisions. Our aim is to study the impact on performance of a data
structure used on the merge step. For this, we have experimentally eval-
uated three data structures implemented inside a DBMS.
Results have shown that it is worthwhile to make an effort to implement
an efficient data structure for run merging, even on modern commodity
computers which are usually disk-bound. Moreover, we demonstrated
that using a loser tree is a more efficient approach than both the naive
approach and the heap-based one.

Keywords: Query Engines · Query Processing · External Sort.

1 Introduction

Sorting is a very important operation in any data processing system. For ex-
ample, in DBMSes leveraging sorted data may allow efficient implementation
of operators [27] such as sort-merge join, which is one of the most popular ap-
proaches to join two tables larger than available memory in a reasonable time.
Another example is performing aggregation over data sorted on aggregation at-
tributes. In this case, it is possible to implement a non-blocking aggregation
operator, i.e., an operator which can start producing results without having to
read all input records.

2 This paper was accepted to MegaData@ADBIS’22.
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There are two classes of sorting operators — internal (in-memory) and exter-
nal (disk-based) sorts. The former assumes that all data fits into main memory
and the latter has to write intermediates to disk. Recent research mostly focuses
on an in-memory type because of a surge of interest that in-memory process-
ing currently experiences [12,22,25]. Such systems try to avoid external sorting,
since it significantly degrades performance. Despite all this, disk-based systems
are still in use3 and research in this area is relevant.

Thus, efficient implementation of the sorting operator is crucial for the per-
formance of a DBMS as a whole. Such implementation heavily depends on the
amount of an engineering effort put into the source code, which is specific for
each particular system. For example, it may include adjusting implementation
to various system parameters (e.g. disk block size, cache line size, etc.) and writ-
ing efficient code in general. However, some high-level techniques can be reused
between systems, and thus they are of scientific interest. For example, such tech-
niques as key normalization or record surrogate usage are discussed in Graefe’s
survey [9].

In this paper we study the implementation of efficient external sorting in a
disk-based column-store. Aside from the aforementioned application, in column-
stores, external sort has another important one: it addresses the out-of-order
probing problem [1]. The particular research focus of this paper is the impact of
data structure choice on the performance of the comparison-based external sort.
This data structure is used during run merging and allows to reduce the number
of comparisons. More specifically we pose two following research questions: 1) is it
beneficial to use a specialized data structure on the merge step in a contemporary
environment (commodity PCs), and 2) which kind is the best.

To answer them, we have implemented an external sort operator inside
PosDB [3,4], a distributed column-store engine. In the operator’s core, we have
devised three approaches to implementing the merge: naive (comparing all to
all), a loser tree, and a binary heap.

To validate the quality of our implementation we first compare it with Post-
greSQL’s external sort. Then we evaluate these three data structures by com-
paring them with each other using a synthetic and a real dataset.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a concise intro-
duction into external sorting. Then, in Section 3 we discuss the related work
and provide a motivation for our study. Next, in Section 4 we describe the pro-
posed approaches and their implementation. In Section 5 we explain conducted
experiments and their results. Finally, we conclude this paper with Section 8.

2 Background

Sorting, because of its importance, has been studied very extensively. Sorting
algorithms fall into two categories: external and in-memory (or internal [13])
sorting. In this paper we will focus on external sorting. An external sorting

3 As of July 2022, disk-based systems PostgreSQL and MySQL were in the top-5 most
used according to DB-Engines Ranking (https://db-engines.com/en/ranking).

https://db-engines.com/en/ranking
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algorithm can be either comparison-based or partition-based. Algorithms of the
partition-based class distribute input tuples into buckets using several pivot
values (selected by the algorithm) while ensuring the following properties:

– each bucket covers some data range,
– all data ranges do not overlap,
– a union of all data ranges covers the whole range.

Then the algorithm sorts the contents of individual buckets and in doing so it is
ensured that each bucket fits into memory. The result is an ordered sequence of
buckets, each containing a sorted range.

The partition-based sorting algorithm has two degrees of freedom: the algo-
rithm that sorts the buckets in memory and pivot selection.

Comparison-based algorithms generate sorted runs (i.e., in this case, data
ranges intersect) and then merge them into one long run. They consist of two
stages: run generation and run merging. These stages can be either completely
independent and consecutive, or alternate (known as oscillating sort [13]). Con-
sequently, there are two approaches to run generation:

1. Read tuples from disk for as long as there is enough available memory; sort
these tuples using some internal sorting algorithm;

2. The algorithm maintains a data structure in memory with a priority queue
interface. On each iteration the lowest value from the data structure is re-
trieved and moved to a buffer or written to the disk. Then algorithm inserts
the next value from the input data into the data structure. If the next value
is smaller than the last retrieved, it should be marked as belonging to the
next run. When the data structure contains only such marked values, the
current run is treated as completed. After this, the new one is started. This
method is known as the replacement selection [13]. The tournament tree [13]
can be used to implement this method.

The second approach was more popular in the past. On average, it gener-
ates runs that are twice the size of available memory, which can be useful in a
memory-constrained environment. Nowadays, available RAM sizes have grown
significantly and the Quicksort became more popular.

In the past, tapes were used instead of disks for persistent storage. Of course,
there can be more runs than tapes. Different algorithms exist to merge runs
and distribute them over tapes, e.g. multiway merge, polyphase merge, cascade
merge, etc. These algorithms are called merge patterns. Disks are the ubiquitous
storage type nowadays, but the concept of tape as an abstraction can still be
useful in order to save disk space by reusing input tapes as output tapes. This
technique is still used in industrial systems.4

In addition to the merge pattern, comparison-based sorting algorithms differ
in the algorithm for selecting the smallest value among the first elements of the

4 https://github.com/postgres/postgres/blob/REL_14_STABLE/src/backend/

utils/sort/tuplesort.c

https://github.com/postgres/postgres/blob/REL_14_STABLE/src/backend/utils/sort/tuplesort.c
https://github.com/postgres/postgres/blob/REL_14_STABLE/src/backend/utils/sort/tuplesort.c
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merged runs. The naive approach, and therefore the asymptotically slowest, is to
check all candidates. A more efficient approach here is to use a data structure that
speeds up finding the smallest element. For this purpose, a heap or a tournament
tree (either loser or winner) are the most common choices.

3 Related Work and Motivation

3.1 Related Work

Over the years, there has been a lot of research on external sorting. The algo-
rithmic theoretical aspects of external comparison-based sorting are very well
understood. That is, in-memory sorting algorithms, run merge algorithms and
the appropriate data structures for single-processor environment are known and
have not largely changed over time since Knuth’s survey [13]. Most of the current
research in non-distributed external sorting is focused on efficient implementa-
tion of an algorithm on modern hardware, i.e., implementing sorting that fully
utilizes all available hardware capabilities. The two most popular concerns are
how to utilize caches efficiently and how to mitigate disk bandwidth limitations.
More generally, one can classify the most of the current research papers on ex-
ternal sorting as follows:

– techniques to improve sorting performance by using hardware resources more
efficiently, namely:
• CPU and caches
• HDD/SSD
• GPU

– novel external sorting algorithms that make heavy use of parallelism;
– distributed external sorting algorithms.

In the paper [16] authors describe the AlphaSort algorithm. It was designed
with memory hierarchy in mind and therefore exhibits cache-friendly behavior.
The Quicksort is used for in-memory sorting since: 1) it has better cache locality
and is less CPU-intensive than the replacement-selection, and 2) modern com-
puters have enough RAM to produce sufficiently long runs. Runs are merged
using a tournament tree. The authors compare different approaches to storing
tuples during sorting and merging. Possible alternatives are: sort tuples itself,
sort pointers to tuples, sort pairs of key and pointer, sort pairs of key prefix and
pointer. The authors conclude that sorting the tuples itself can be faster if tu-
ples are short enough. Otherwise, sorting the tuple-pointer and key-prefix pairs
is most efficient. A parallel version of the algorithm for multiprocessor systems
is also presented.

The authors of the study [19] focus on external sort operator in memory-
inconsistent environment. They consider real-time or goal-oriented DBMSes whe-
re the available memory for a query (or transaction) may change on-the-fly due to
other concurrent transactions. It may either be shrunk since some higher priority
transaction requires more memory, or increased because some transaction has
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finished running and freed its memory. The authors propose an approach called
dynamic splitting to efficiently address fluctuations that occurred during the
merge phase. They compare dynamic splitting with two other known approaches:
suspension and paging, which can only be used in case when the memory is
reduced. The authors conclude that using replacement selection with block writes
at the run generation stage and dynamic splitting at the run merge stage is the
most efficient way to handle memory fluctuations.

In the paper [20] the authors present the Leyenda algorithm. It is a novel
parallel external sorting algorithm with state-of-the-art performance. Hybrid ap-
proach is proposed to generate runs, namely an adaptive parallel most-significant-
digit Radix sort. To address the skewed input data issue, Leyenda load balances
small buckets between threads and splits big buckets to process them using mul-
tiple threads. If the size of a bucket is less than a certain threshold, the Quicksort
algorithm is used to sort it. K-way-merge algorithm is used to merge runs. In
order to achieve efficient I/O Leyenda leverages parallelism and memory map-
ping. mmap() is used to map disk memory to OS pages, allowing parallel I/O
operations to be performed on it. Leyenda places most frequently accessed data
to the caches during both Radix sort and I/O operations.

Paper [5] is focused on the splitting stage of a parallel multiprocessor exter-
nal sort in shared-nothing environment. It is assumed that the sorting algorithm
works in a Samplesort [6] fashion: first, input tuples are split into buckets which
are distributed among the processors so that the i-th processor has the bucket
with tuples that are less than the ones on the (i + 1)-th processor. Next, the
tuples are sorted locally on each processor, and then, sorted buckets are concate-
nated. The study compares two approaches to splitting input tuples at the first
stage: exact splitting [11] and probabilistic splitting. The authors discuss imple-
mentations and possible trade-offs. Based on the conducted experiments, they
conclude that the probabilistic splitting is more efficient and, with the growth
of the input file size the performance gap only increases.

The authors of the study [7] are focused on sorting on GPUs: they pro-
pose a novel external sorting algorithm GPUTeraSort. The idea is that all
computationally-intensive and memory-intensive operations are handled by the
GPU while the CPU manages resources and I/O operations. GPUTeraSort has
five stages that are pipelined using independent threads: Reader, Key-Generator,
Sorter, Reorder, and Writer. The algorithm sorts key-pointer pairs using an
improved bitonic sort on the GPU. Disk striping is used to achieve peak I/O
performance.

The authors of the paper [26] describe various techniques for speeding up
I/O operations of a comparison-based external sort on HDD. They review and
compare two layout strategies: contiguous layout and interleaved layout. The
former is straightforward (and most widely used) based on the idea of storing
each run continuously. This implies sequential writing in the run generation
phase, but results in random accesses during the merge phase. The latter stores
blocks from different runs in an interleaved manner to reduce disk seeks during
the merge phase. The authors compare three reading strategies: forecasting,
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double buffering and planning strategy. They conclude that a contiguous layout
and the planning read strategy are the most efficient.

Study [24] is focused on external sorting on a system with NAND flash mem-
ory as a secondary storage (SSD). Authors review NAND flash memory proper-
ties that are important for the external sorting algorithm and propose techniques
to effectively leverage these properties. Unclustered sorting is a sorting algorithm
that first sorts key-pointer pairs (named tags) and then rearranges input tuples
using sorted tags. Whereas clustered sorting algorithm sorts tuples straightaway.
Unclustered sorting is designed to reduce the number of disk reads and writes,
which has direct impact on SSD performance. For the same purpose, the con-
cept of reused pages is proposed. Authors state that clustered sorting can be
more efficient if input tuples are small enough. A decision rule to select the more
suitable algorithm at run time is presented.

In the paper [2] authors propose external sorting algorithms on Network of
Workstations, measure their performance and compare it to performance of al-
gorithms on shared-memory computers. They discuss different approaches to
perform I/O operations in order to achieve best performance. The authors com-
pare different algorithms for in-memory sorting and identify the most efficient
one based on the conducted experiments. Four sorting algorithms on Network of
Workstations are proposed and discussed: One-Pass Single-Node, One-Pass Par-
allel, Two-Pass Single-Node, Two-Pass Parallel. Comparison-based algorithms
are used for external sorting. Also, disk striping and overlapping of computation
and I/O are discussed in-depth.

In the study [14] the authors are focused on external sorting on the shared-
nothing architecture. They propose a novel parallel load-balanced multiple-input
multiple-output algorithm. It implements multiprocessor multi-way merge that
guarantees load balancing of execution, communication, and output. That is, all
processors are loaded evenly during sorting, no network congestion occurs and,
after sorting is finished, there is no redistribution skew. The authors compare
their algorithm with external sorting algorithms based on the exact and proba-
bilistic splitting. They conclude that their approach is more efficient than exact
splitting and comparable to probabilistic splitting.

3.2 Motivation

Thus, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that consider the design
of a comparison-based sort and evaluate the choice of the data structure used
on the merge step for implementing the external sort operator in DBMSes.

At the same time, it is of interest to industry and leads to a number of
important questions. It is a well-known fact that commodity computers with
a single disk are I/O-bound and thus, there may be no point to invest effort
into perfecting the in-memory part of the algorithm. Next, if it is nevertheless
beneficial, further questions arise — which data structure is the best and how
does varying parameters affect it.
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SELECT	sum(lo_revenue),	d_year,	p_brand1
FROM	lineorder,	date,	part,	supplier
WHERE				lo_orderdate	=	d_datekey
					and	lo_partkey	=	p_partkey
					and	lo_suppkey	=	s_suppkey
					and	p_category	=	'MFGR#12'
					and	s_region	=	'AMERICA'
GROUP	BY	d_year,	p_brand1
ORDER	BY	d_year,	p_brand1;

DS(supplier) DS(lineorder) DS(part)

Filter JoinRead(p_partkey) Read(lo_partkey)

JoinRead(s_suppkey) Read(lo_suppkey)

Read(lo_orderdate)Read(d_datekey)

DS(date)

Filter

Aggregate

Sort

To user Operator Reader Operator
internals

Join

remote accesslocal access

... Tuples

Columns

Read(s_region)

Read(p_category)

Fig. 1: Ultra-late materialization plan example

4 Proposed Solution

4.1 PosDB Basics

To experimentally evaluate the proposed solution, we used PosDB [3,4], a column-
oriented parallel distributed disk-based query engine. PosDB uses the Volcano
model [8] to represent query execution plans. That is, each plan is an operator
tree with the edges describing data flows. Each operator has an iterator inter-
face. PosDB implements block-oriented processing (operators exchange blocks of
tuples), which is more efficient [18] than tuple oriented processing. Since PosDB
is column-oriented, i.e., stores tables in a columnar format, at some point during
the query execution, it is necessary to convert the column representation to a
tuple-based one. This moment is called the materialization point, and the stage
of query execution where this conversion takes place is determined by the mate-
rialization strategy. In the query plan presented on Fig. 1 materialization point
is indicated by a brown dotted line. PosDB supports several materialization
strategies, namely: early, late and ultra-late materialization, and partially sup-
ports hybrid materialization. Early materialization strategy is the most common
one in contemporary column-stores, its idea is to perform materialization before
(or sometimes in) filter operators. Late materialization, by contrast, tries to post-
pone materialization for as long as possible (until first or second join, depending
on system). Ultra-late materialization is a PosDB refinement for late materializa-
tion described in [4]. Finally, hybrid materialization is a strategy where positions
are processed simultaneously with the tuple values.

To handle all of these strategies, different types of operators are implemented
in PosDB: position-based, tuple-based, and hybrid operators. Position-based op-
erators use the generalized join index [21] (an example is shown in Fig. 2) to
effectively represent positional data. The join index only contains information
about the positions, not the values themselves, which is not sufficient to per-
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form some operations, such as joining or filtering. The functionality to retrieve
values via positions in PosDB is provided by auxiliary entities called readers [3].
There are several types of readers, for example, ColumnReader, PartitionReader,
SyncReader. ColumnReader retrieves values of a specified attribute locally, Par-
titionReader retrieves values of a specified partition either locally or remotely.
SyncReader is a composite reader that manages several simpler ones to extract
the values of several attributes synchronously. Readers, in turn, use access meth-
ods [10] to provide their functionality.

Join Index

T1

1

T2 T3

2

3

2

1

3

3

2

3

T1 T2 T3

T1 T2 T3

row1

row2

row3

row1

row2

row3

row1

row2

row3

Source Data

Resulting records 

x11

x12

x13

x21

x22

x23

y11

y12

y13

y21

y22

y23

y31

y32

y33

z11

z12

z13

z21

z22

z23

x11

x12

x13

x21

x22

x23

y21

y22

y23

y31

y32

y33

z12

z13

z13

Fig. 2: Example of join index and its usage

Thus, PosDB is able to emulate row-based systems by exploiting early mate-
rialization. Such emulation was used to experimentally evaluate the implemented
external sorting algorithms.

4.2 Operator Implementation

External sort is implemented as a separate operator in the Volcano model. There
are several external sort operators in PosDB:

1. Position-based value sort. In this case, the operator accepts join index
as input and has to obtain values since it needs them for sorting.

2. Position-based position sort. Input is the same, but in this case the
operator does not need values, since it sorts positions.

3. Tuple-based. This is the classic sort, where operator accepts blocks of tu-
ple data and sorts them. Since in PosDB tuple-based representation lacks
positions, it is a value sort.

Position-based value sort operator may be beneficial for late materialization
(and therefore interesting for further research), since it sorts key-position pairs
similar to unclustered (tag) sorting, which is stated [24] to be more efficient on
SSD if tuples are big enough. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The same is true regarding the position-based position sort. Sorting positions
is essential for addressing the out-of-order probing problem inherent for column-
stores [1].

The focus of this paper is the latter, classic variant of external sorting —
the tuple-based operator. It implements a comparison-based external sorting
algorithm on tapes with the Introsort [15] for run generation and polyphase
merge [13] for run merging. The algorithm works as follows:

1. Calls GetNext() of child operator until all available memory is filled;
2. Sorts collected tuples in-memory using std::sort implemented as Introsort;
3. Using the polyphase merge pattern, selects the abstract tape to which the

current run will be flushed;
4. Flushes current run to the selected tape;
5. Repeats steps 1–4 until input is fully processed;
6. Merges runs from the tapes according to the polyphase merge pattern until

there is only one run left.

The implemented external sort tuple-based operator sorts pointers to tuples,
not tuples themselves. Even though run merging can be efficiently performed in
a single pass in many simple queries, multilevel merge may still may be necessary
to efficiently execute a complex query plan, e.g. a plan with several sort and hash
operations [9]. Taking this into account, it was decided to implement abstract
tapes to store runs. Run merging (and distributing over tapes) is performed using
polyphase merge, which, however, falls back to ordinary multiway merge when
there are more tapes than runs. Abstract tapes can also be used to efficiently
reuse disk space during the merge stage, as is done in PostgreSQL.5External sort
operator completely bypasses PosDB buffer manager and writes generated runs
directly to the disk, it is essential [9] for optimized I/O. Introsort was chosen
for the in-memory sorting algorithm for the same reasons that make Quicksort
superior [16] to the replacement selection, namely:

1. Quicksort results in far fewer cache misses, which is very important for the
performance of modern CPUs;

2. Quicksort is less CPU intensive;
3. With today’s main memory sizes, there is no need for runs to be twice the

amount of available memory (this is what made the replacement selection
very attractive in the past);

4. With Quicksort (or any other in-place sorting algorithm) it is possible to
copy each record only once during run generation stage, while replacement
selection needs at least two copy operations [9].

For all of these reasons, replacement selection is widely considered obsolete,
and PostgreSQL abandoned it in favor of the Quicksort algorithm a few years
ago. Also, none of top five solutions in the ACM SIGMOD 20196 Programming

5 See footnote 4.
6 http://sigmod19contest.itu.dk/

http://sigmod19contest.itu.dk/
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Contest (in which external sorting was one of the challenges) used it. Among
them, two solutions implemented some kind of radix sort for in-memory sort-
ing, other two implemented Quicksort with various optimizations and Leyenda
implemented a hybrid approach. Despite the fact that the Radix sort is the
most efficient sorting algorithm for some specific data types (e.g. integers), it
is difficult to implement it as a general-purpose algorithm for sorting arbitrary
data.

During the run merging stage, it is necessary to select the smallest element
among the frontmost tuples of runs being merged. It can be done using various
approaches, and we implemented and experimentally evaluated three, namely:
1) naive, 2) using the tree of losers data structure, and 3) using a binary heap.
All disk operations are buffered via basic std::fstream buffers.

Naive. The naive approach is straightforward and does not use an auxiliary
data structure. It simply iterates over first tuples of input runs and selects the
smallest ones. The selected tuple is then flushed to the output tape and replaced
with the next tuple from its corresponding run.

Binary heap. This approach maintains a binary heap in memory to speed
up finding the smallest element. First, it constructs the binary heap and fills it
with pointers to the first tuples of runs. Second, it removes the root from the
heap and flushes tuple pointed to by the root to the output tape. It then reads
the next tuple from the run of the previously removed tuple and inserts a pointer
to it to the heap.

Loser tree. This is the same approach as with a binary heap, but instead
of a heap, a loser tree [13] data structure is used.

5 Experiments

To evaluate and compare the performance of the implemented algorithms in a
DBMS environment, we have performed the following experiments:

1. Comparison with PostgreSQL in order to “validate” the quality and correct-
ness of our implementation;

2. Evaluation of the three approaches on the synthetic Star Schema Bench-
mark [17];

3. Evaluation of the three approaches on a real dataset, namely, TripData [23].

Experiments were performed using the following hardware and software con-
figuration:

– Hardware: Intel Core i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz × 4, 8 GiB RAM, 240GB
KINGSTON SA400S3;

– Software: Ubuntu 20.04.4 LTS x86 64, Kernel 5.13.0-40-generic, gcc 9.4.0,
PostgreSQL 12.10.

For the first two experiments, we decided to use a simple query with an ORDER

BY clause over the lineorder table from the Star Schema Benchmark. SSB was
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used with a scale factor of 35 (over 10 GBs). In this experiment the table was
modified by excluding columns that do not participate in any query that comes
with this benchmark.

The query under consideration over lineorder was as follows:

1 SELECT
2 LO CUSTKEY, LO DISCOUNT, LO EXTENDEDPRICE, LO ORDERDATE,
3 LO ORDERPRIORITY, LO ORDTOTALPRICE, LO PARTKEY,
4 LO QUANTITY, LO REVENUE, LO SUPPKEY, LO SUPPLYCOST
5 FROM LINEORDER
6 ORDERBY LO ORDERDATE;

The PosDB query plan of the considered query is shown in Fig. 3. Essentially,
it is equivalent to the PostgreSQL one. Despite the fact that PostgreSQL is a row-
based system, whereas PosDB is column-based, the comparison is still valid since
the query projects all attributes. As the result, PosDB behaves identically to the
row-based system: readers of the Materialize operator access the same amount
of data from disk, albeit from several different files. It is also worth mentioning
that PostgreSQL uses a heap to merge runs. In all conducted experiments, the
number of tapes was greater than the number of runs. This means that the
polyphase merge algorithm behaved like a multiway merge both in PosDB and
PostgreSQL.

Fig. 3: PosDB plans for queries used in experiments.

In the first two experiments, the total number of runs was chosen to be 84.
PosDB generates 84 runs with 150 megabytes of memory available for the sort
operator for all three considered algorithms. PostgreSQL at the same time needs
413 megabytes of work mem7 for this, probably because of internal buffers for
optimized I/O. To make this comparison more accurate, we measured the per-
formance of PostgreSQL with a total of 84 runs (work mem=413MB) and with
231 runs (work mem=150MB, the same amount of memory was given to the
PosDB sort operator). In these experiments, the average query execution time

7 https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/runtime-config-resource.html

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/runtime-config-resource.html
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for 40 iterations was taken with a confidence interval of 95%. The results of the
first experiment are shown in Fig. 4. PostgreSQL sorts 231 runs with 150MB of
work mem a bit slower than the naive approach, but it sorts 84 runs considerably
faster. There could be several reasons for this: PostgreSQL implements preread-
ing for a better disk access pattern, plus it sorts 〈key prefix, pointer〉 pairs, which
is more efficient [9, 16] than pointer sorting.

Due to the space constraints, the results of the second experiment are shown
in Fig. 4 as well. It is easy to see that the naive approach is the worst, binary
heap is the second, and loser tree is the best one out of the considered three.
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PostgreSQL, 231 run, work_mem=150MB
Naive, 84 runs, 150MB
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PostgreSQL, 84 runs, work_mem=413MB

Fig. 4: PostgreSQL comparison (exp 1),
evaluation on synthetic data (exp 2).
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Fig. 5: evaluation on real data (exp 3),
TripData dataset.

In the third experiment we compared the performance of the implemented
algorithms using the trip data table of the TripData dataset. Unlike the previ-
ous experiment, this one uses real data. The table has approximately 128 million
rows (over 20 GBs). We used a simple query of the same kind as the one in the
first experiment:

1 SELECT medal l ion , h a c k l i c e n s e , vendor id , ra te code ,
2 s t o r e a n d f w d f l a g , p ickup datet ime , dropo f f date t ime ,
3 passenger count , t r i p t i m e i n s e c s , t r i p d i s t a n c e ,
4 p i ckup long i tude , p i ckup l a t i tude , d r o p o f f l o n g i t u d e ,
5 d r o p o f f l a t i t u d e
6 FROM t r i p d a t a
7 ORDERBY t r i p t i m e i n s e c s

The number of runs was set to 80. The query plan is similar to the one in
the first experiment, and is also shown in Fig. 3.

The results of the third experiment are presented in Fig. 5. The naive ap-
proach is predictably much slower than the other two. Similarly to the previous
experiments, loser tree shows better performance than binary heap.

Based on the obtained results, we can answer the research questions given in
the abstract as follows: 1) using a specialized data structure at the merge step
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is beneficial and considerably speeds up sorting even in the case when disk is
expected to be a bottleneck, 2) loser tree provides the best performance.

6 Threats to validity

First of all, we would like to note that the behavior of the external sort operator
(and specifically, the number of runs to merge) heavily depends on its available
amount of memory. Performance of the merge step is determined by the number
of performed comparisons, which is directly affected by the number of runs to
merge. The less the number of runs to merge, the less noticeable will be the
impact of a more efficient minimum element selection algorithm. For example,
if the table to be sorted is two times larger than the memory available to the
operator, then there will be two (or three) runs and speeding up the selection of
minimal value will not bring any benefit.

We have considered a particular case when a DBMS sorts pointers to data
values. It is stated [9,16] that sorting 〈key prefix, pointer〉 pairs is generally more
efficient and speeds up the comparisons themselves, which leads to an increase
in the intensity of disk I/O operations. Thus, total performance gains obtained
from a specialized data structure may not be as significant. The same may be
true for other advanced record representation and comparison techniques.

Next, in our study we consider SSDs and not HDDs. For a DBMS running on
HDD, the ratio of CPU and disk expenses will be different since modern HDDs
are much slower than SSDs. Therefore, the obtained speedup of the merge step
may be lost to slow disk reads. In this case, reducing the number of compar-
isons via implementing a specialized data structure may not improve the overall
performance that much.

In this paper, we have considered a single-threaded version of external sort.
In the case of multi-threaded operator, the validation of our results would require
a separate (and extensive) study since: 1) we would need to take into account the
behavior of our data structure in case of multiple threads (e.g., cache pollution
may happen), 2) disk could become the bottleneck and thus no prospective CPU
gains would improve the overall performance.

Finally, we focused on commodity PCs, and modern high-end servers would
require a separate study as well.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the design of a comparison-based sort and eval-
uated the choice of the data structure used on the merge step for implementing
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the external sort operator in DBMSes. First, in our review of the related work,
we demonstrated that no study has yet touched on the problem of selecting
a data structure for run merging in external sort for DBMSes. After that, we
posed several related research questions. To answer them, we have implemented
three different approaches and experimentally evaluated them using the PosDB
query engine. As the result, we have shown that a loser tree is the most efficient
method for run merging.

Thus, we have demonstrated that even without complex I/O optimizations,
such as disk striping, parallel I/O using mmap, elegant read ahead techniques, etc.,
the algorithm that selects the smallest element at the merge step has a noticeable
impact on the performance of external sort. Therefore, it is worthwhile to make
an effort to implement an efficient data structure for run merging on modern
commodity computers. With the mentioned optimizations applied, the influence
of the algorithm will only increase, since I/O operations become more efficient,
which means there will be more computational load on the CPU.
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